
 GENERAL 
1100 Accepts responsibility 
1101 At times becomes over active 
1102 Avoids work 
1103 Aware of others feelings 
1104 Can help him/herself out of difficulties 
1105 Conscientious worker 
1106 Consistently brings back homework 
1107 Does not accept responsibility 
1108 Eager to learn new information 
1109 Enjoys volunteering 
1110 Frequently off-task 
1111 Gaining more self-confidence 
1112 Hand work is beautifully done 
1113 Has progressed well 
1114 Inclined to hurry too much 
1115 Inconsistent effort 
1116 Is a dependable worker 
1117 Is a good citizen 
1118 Is a great role model 
1119 Is a pleasure to have in class 
1120 Is a risk taker 
1121 Is confused about written instructions 
1122 Is well liked by classmates 
1123 Lacks interest in work 
1124 Lacks self-confidence 
1125 More effort is needed on homework 
1126 Needs reminders to stay on task 
1127 Needs to be more active in class discussion 
1128 Needs to be more consistent in effort 
1129 Needs to respect other peoples space 
1130 Parent/Teacher conference desired 
1131 Quality of work is improving 
1132 Requires adult assistance 
1133 Seems eager to improve 
1134 Shows enthusiasm 
1135 Shows good leadership skills 
1136 Struggles to work cooperatively 
1137 Takes turns talking 
1138 Thoughtful participant 
1139 Timid about asking for help 
1140 Uses time wisely 
1141 Very polite 
1142 Well-mannered 
1143 Works well with others 

1144 Advanced keyboarding skills 
1145 Always does what is expected 
1146 Beginner keyboarding skills 
1147 Completes work with assistance of adult 
1148 Consistent effort 
1149 Cooperative 
1150 Demonstrated exceptional growth 
1151 Does not retain taught technology skills 
1152 Enjoy 6th grade 
1153 Enjoy 7th grade 
1154 Excellent effort 
1155 Exceptional effort 
1156 Good effort 
1157 Have a nice summer! 
1158 Have enjoyed having you in class 
1159 Inconsistent effort 
1160 Intermediate keyboarding skills 
1161 Lack of effort 
1162 Lacks persistence 
1163 Minimal effort 
1164 Needs to challenge themselves 
1165 Retains taught technology skills 
1166 Sets high standards 
1167 Very successful year 
1168 Wonderful student 
1169 Would like to see more effort 
1170 Instruction provided by Special Ed teacher 
1171 Instruction provided by a different teacher 
 ATTENDANCE 
1200 Absences impede progress 
1201 Excessive tardiness 
1202 Frequently leaves classroom 
1203 Many absences 
1204 Misses class frequently 
1205 Needs to make up missed class work 
1206 Has unsatisfactory attendance 
1207 Inconsistent attendance affecting academics 
1208 Irregular attendance has affected grade 
1209 No grade due to minimal attendance 
 ATTITUDE 
1300 Accepts constructive criticism 
1301 Applies learning for mistakes 
1302 Attitude shows improvement 
1303 Behavior shows improvement 
1304 Challenges authority of teacher 

1305 Displays integrity 
1306 Does not follow class rules 
1307 Does not follow the lunchroom rules 
1308 Does not follow the playground rules 
1309 Does not learn from mistakes 
1310 Does not take ownership 
1311 Enthusiastic learner 
1312 Excellent attitude 
1313 Great sense of humor 
1314 Has difficulty accepting criticism 
1315 Has difficulty with others on the playground 
1316 Has trouble staying awake 
1317 Immature classroom behavior 
1318 Inappropriate classroom behavior 
1319 Is enjoyable to have in class 
1320 Makes excuses 
1321 Needs reminders to stay on task 
1322 Needs to be tolerant of others 
1323 Needs to follow directions 
1324 Needs to show tolerance 
1325 Needs to stay focused 
1326 Needs to use class time wisely 
1327 Needs to work on appropriate use of humor 
1328 Often disruptive in class 
1329 Often not ready at the start of class 
1330 Pleasant and cooperative 
1331 Poor attitude 
1332 Positive attitude 
1333 Uses class time wisely 
 GRADES 
1400 Actual grade is lower than recorded 
1401 Good quiz scores 
1402 Good test scores 
1403 Grades are inconsistent 
1404 Incomplete/late assignments 
1405 Low quiz scores 
1406 Low test scores 
1407 Missing assignments 
1408 Quiz scores improved 
1409 Some low quiz scores 
1410 Some low test scores 
1411 Test scores improved 
 GROUP WORK 
1500 Contributes to discussions 
1501 Does not contribute to group work 

1502 Does not cooperate with peers 
1503 Excellent classroom participator 
1504 Good leadership skills 
1505 Needs to participate more 
1506 Often derails class 
1507 Participates actively in discussions 
1508 Positive influence on others 
1509 Raises thought provoking questions 
1510 Responds regularly to questions 
1511 Too social during class 
1512 Works cooperatively in a group 
 HEALTH 
1600 Does not make healthy choices 
1601 Lacks proper hygiene 
1602 Makes healthy choices 
1603 Needs home support with hygiene 
1604 Understands need for proper hygiene control 
1605 Uses proper hygiene 
 LANGUAGE ARTS 
1700 Able to read own writing 
1701 Beginning to use capitals and periods 
1702 Commonly reverses letters 
1703 Confidently chooses topics 
1704 Demonstrates linearity, directionality 
1705 Does not form letters correctly 
1706 Fully develops beginning, middle, and ending 
1707 Increases fluency (writing longer pieces) 
1708 Is a beginning writer 
1709 Is a developing writer 
1710 Is an early independent writer 
1711 Is an independent writer 
1712 Matches illustrations to text 
1713 Organizes ideas logically 
1714 Sense of beginning, middle, and end 
1715 Sequences ideas logically 
1716 Uses letters or letter-like forms 
1717 Uses pictures to convey messages 
1718 Uses resources to check spelling 
1719 Uses scribble-writing to convey messages 
1720 Uses spaces between words 
1721 Uses supporting details 
1722 Uses varied sentence lengths 
1723 Varies sentence beginnings 
1724 Willing to revise work 
1725 Willingly shares writing



1727 Writes initial consonants 
1728 Writes simple sentences that make sense 
1729 Writes some middle letters in words 
1730 Writes some whole words 
1731 Able to use graphic organizers effectively 
1732 Applies new spelling words in other areas 
1733 Creates a structured paragraph 
1734 Difficulty creating a structured paragraph 
1735 Difficulty using graphic organizers 
1736 Has difficulty creating complete sentences 
1737 Is able to create a complex sentence 
1738 Is able to create a simple sentence 
1739 Is an independent writer 
1740 Learns assigned spelling words 
1741 Needs help in organizing written information 
1742 Needs support learning spelling words 
1743 Needs support when writing 
1744 Needs to pay attention to capitalization 
1745 Needs to pay attention to punctuation 
1746 Needs to proofread writing 
1747 Takes pride in handwriting 
1748 Uses voice in writing 
1749 Writes for different purposes 
1750 Writing lacks detail 
1751 Written work is rarely completed 
1752 Written work is rarely completed on time 
1753 Communicates content effectively 
1754 Does not proofread 
1755 Good editor 
1756 Improved editing 
1757 Poor quality handwriting/presentation 
1758 Poor sentence structure 
1759 Practice reading over the summer 
1760 Quality handwriting/presentation 
1761 Spelling skills are exceptional 
1762 Spelling skills are improving 
1763 Spelling skills are weak 
1764 Struggles with capitalization 
1765 Struggles with mechanics 
1766 Struggles with punctuation 
1767 Struggles with spelling 
1768 Uses advanced vocabulary consistently 
1769 Uses correct mechanics 
1770 Uses technology in editing 
1771 Would like to see more advanced vocabulary 

1772 Would like to see more details in writing 
1773 Writing does not address topic 
1774 Writing is organized 
1775 Writing is unfocused 
1776 Writing lacks organization 
1777 Writing shows significant improvement 
 MATH 
1800 Commonly reverses numbers 
1801 Completes word problems independently 
1802 Completes word problems with assistance 
1803 Developing the ability to count money 
1804 Difficulty identifying coin name and value 
1805 Difficulty identifying ones, tens; hundreds 
1806 Difficulty understanding math relationships 
1807 Frequently reverses numbers 
1808 Has difficulty continuing color patterns 
1809 Has difficulty continuing shape patterns 
1810 Has difficulty identifying coin name 
1811 Has difficulty identifying coin value 
1812 Has difficulty identifying ones and tens 
1813 Knows numbers to 100 
1814 Knows numbers to 20 
1815 Knows numbers to 50 
1816 Needs to practice identifying numbers 0-10 
1817 Needs to practice identifying numbers 11-30 
1818 Practice at home address and phone number 
1819 Practice identifying basic shapes 
1820 Practice identifying colors 
1821 Practice identifying days of the week 
1822 Practice identifying months of the year 
1823 Practice identifying name/value of a dime 
1824 Practice identifying name/value of a dollar. 
1825 Practice identifying name/value of a nickel 
1826 Practice identifying name/value of a penny 
1827 Practice identifying name/value of a quarter 
1828 Practice identifying seasons 
1829 Practice with writing numbers 0-10 
1830 Practice with writing numbers 11-30 
1831 Struggles to count by fives 
1832 Struggles to count by tens 
1833 Struggles to count by twos 
1834 Struggles to use manipulatives appropriately 
1835 Struggles with addition of coins 
1836 Struggles with making change 
1837 Struggles with subtraction of coins 

1838 Uses manipulatives appropriately 
1839 Working on counting 1-1 correspondence 
1840 Working on counting by 10's 
1841 Working on counting by 2's 
1842 Working on counting by 5's 
1843 Working on creating a pattern 
1844 Working on identifying area 
1845 Working on identifying different patterns 
1846 Working on identifying sorting rules 
1847 Working on math vocabulary (greater, fewer) 
1848 Working on measuring with non-standard units 
1849 Working on ordinal numbers to 10 
1850 Working on reading a tally table 
1851 Working on reading a variety of graphs 
1852 Working on telling time to the 1/2 hour 
1853 Working on telling time to the hour 
1854 Working on understanding math symbols 
1855 Working on writing a tally table 
1856 Applies learned strategies 
1857 Does not apply learned strategies 
1858 Excellent ability to apply math concepts 
1859 Good ability to apply math concepts 
1860 Has difficulty with decimals 
1861 Has difficulty with estimating/rounding 
1862 Has difficulty with fractions 
1863 Has difficulty with geometry 
1864 Has difficulty with graphing 
1865 Has difficulty with measurement 
1866 Has difficulty with money 
1867 Has difficulty with place values 
1868 Has difficulty with telling time 
1869 Has difficulty with word problems 
1870 Improvement has shown in addition facts 
1871 Improvement shown in decimals 
1872 Improvement shown in division facts 
1873 Improvement shown in estimating/rounding 
1874 Improvement shown in fractions 
1875 Improvement shown in geometry 
1876 Improvement shown in graphing 
1877 Improvement shown in measurement 
1878 Improvement shown in money 
1879 Improvement shown in multiplication facts 
1880 Improvement shown in place value 
1881 Improvement shown in subtraction facts 
1882 Improvement shown in telling time 

1883 Improvement shown in word problems 
1884 Knows addition facts 
1885 Knows division facts 
1886 Knows multiplication facts 
1887 Knows subtraction facts 
1888 Needs to practice addition facts 
1889 Needs to practice division facts 
1890 Needs to practice math facts 
1891 Needs to practice multiplication facts 
1892 Needs to practice subtraction facts 
1893 Struggles with strategies 
1894 Difficulty with Mihăilescu's theorem 
1895 Weak ability to apply math concepts 
1896 Difficulty with multi-step process 
1897 Difficulty with word problem solving 
1898 Does not retain concepts/skills 
1899 Excellent computation skills 
1900 Good math aptitude 
1901 Good problem solving skills 
1902 Lacking prerequisite skills 
1903 Needs more practice 
1904 Needs to learn all multiplication facts 
1905 Needs to show work 
1906 Practice math over the summer 
1907 Struggles with understanding concepts 
1908 Understands concepts 
1909 Weak computation skills 
1910 Weak math facts 
 PERFORMANCE 
2000 Comprehension has improved 
2001 Developing technology skills 
2002 Difficulty with some concepts 
2003 Does not perform to ability 
2004 Effectively uses technology 
2005 Good understanding of vocabulary 
2006 High level of potential 
2007 More practice needed 
2008 Needs to improve speaking skills 
2009 Performs at an exceptional level 
2010 Performs to ability 
2011 Poor listening skills 
2012 Solid comprehension 
2013 Strong listening skills 
2014 Strong speaking skills 
2015 Struggles with comprehension



2017 Struggles with listening 
2018 Struggles with vocabulary 
2019 Weak speaking skills 
 READING 
2100 Describes images tied directly to the text 
2101 Has difficulty identifying a sentence 
2102 Has difficulty tracking a sentence 
2103 Has mastered all 100 sight words 
2104 Has not mastered sight words 
2105 Identifies up to 19 letter sounds 
2106 Identifies up to 28 letter sounds 
2107 Identifies up to 31 letter sounds 
2108 Identifies up to 5 letter sounds 
2109 Is a beginning reader 
2110 Is a developing reader 
2111 Is an early independent reader 
2112 Is an independent reader 
2113 Knows up to 12 sight words 
2114 Knows up to 20 sight words 
2115 Knows up to 24 sight words 
2116 Knows up to 37 sight words 
2117 Knows up to 50 sight words 
2118 Knows up to 75 sight words 
2119 Please practice reading at home 
2120 Reads extensively 
2121 Retells key elements in sequence 
2122 Working on identifying long vowel sounds 
2123 Working on identifying short vowel sounds 
2124 Applies new vocabulary in other assignments 
2125 At times, can be a reluctant reader 
2126 Becoming a more confident reader 
2127 Chooses to read 
2128 Difficulty remembering vocabulary 
2129 Excellent oral reading skills 
2130 Excellent reading comprehension 
2131 Excellent use of vocabulary 
2132 Good oral reading skills 
2133 Good reading comprehension 
2134 Good use of vocabulary 
2135 Has difficulty sounding out words 
2136 Has good expression when reading a loud 
2137 Is a focused reader 
2138 Is able to sound out words 
2139 Is able to use a dictionary 
2140 Is able to use a thesaurus 

2141 Keeps up with assigned readings 
2142 Listens for information and understanding 
2143 Needs to practice reading at home 
2144 Puts expression into voice 
2145 Shows obvious enjoyment in reading 
2146 Volunteers to read aloud 
2147 Weak oral reading skills 
2148 Weak reading comprehension 
2149 Weak use of vocabulary 
2150 Comprehends well 
2151 Difficulty with decoding 
2152 Does not keep up with assigned reading 
2153 Evaluates ideas 
2154 Good knowledge of vocabulary 
2155 Reading below grade level 
2156 Reading lacks expression 
2157 Reads critically 
2158 Reads expressively 
2159 Reads fluently 
2160 Reads for enjoyment 
2161 Reads for information & understanding 
2162 Strong written response 
2163 Struggles with main ideas 
2164 Struggling with comprehension 
2165 Written responses lack support & detail 
2166 Written responses weak 
 SCIENCE 
2200 Cooperative member of a lab team 
2201 Difficulty following lab procedures 
2202 Difficulty understanding scientific method 
2203 Difficulty with research/reporting skills 
2204 Difficulty with Science text/materials 
2205 Excellent use of content vocabulary 
2206 Follows lab procedures 
2207 Good use of content vocabulary 
2208 Improper use of lab materials 
2209 Needs to be more cooperative with lab team 
2210 Proper use of lab materials 
2211 Understands and applies scientific method 
2212 Uses research and reporting skills 
2213 Weak use of content vocabulary 
2214 Additional study/review could improve grade 
2215 Demonstrates scientific approach 
2216 Does not act appropriately in lab 
2217 Does not always follow safety regulations 

2218 Does not check work carefully 
2219 Needs complete one task before moving on 
2220 Does not demonstrate scientific approach 
2221 Does not follow step by step directions 
2222 Does not read directions 
2223 Does not share responsibility in lab 
2224 Does not use science materials appropriately 
2225 Excellent quality on project work 
2226 Follows step by step directions 
2227 Has a good understanding of science concepts 
2228 Helpful to others 
2229 Needs constant supervision 
2230 Needs to study for science vocabulary 
2231 Poor quality on project work 
2232 Understands Quantum mechanics 
2233 Positive member of class 
2234 Projects lack quality 
2235 Stays on task 
2236 Understands facts 
2237 Uses science materials appropriately 
2238 Works but could benefit from more effort 
 SOCIAL GROWTH 
2300 Disruptive in class 
2301 Gets upset easily 
2302 Interrupts others 
2303 Is aggressive on the playground 
2304 Wants responsibilities and follows through 
2305 Appears preoccupied with outside issues 
2306 Attitude creates discipline problems 
2307 Attitude is good - shows interest/enthusiasm 
2308 Consistently well-behaved and respectful 
2309 Could utilize class time more effectively 
2310 Demonstrates leadership ability 
2311 Frequently interrupts teacher in class 
2312 Helpful to teachers 
2313 Is good natured and cooperative 
2314 Respects rights and property of others 
2315 Socializes and does not remain on task 
2316 Student disrupts class frequently 
2317 Student has become more focused 
2318 Student is a pleasure to have in class 
2319 Student is physically aggressive at times 
2320 Student often rude to adults 
2321 Student is rude to others 
2322 Student is slow getting started on work 

2323 Student needs constant supervision 
2324 Follows rules 
2325 Good classroom citizen 
2326 Good peer role model 
2327 Has difficulty interacting with others 
2328 Interacts well with others 
2329 Is courteous 
2330 Often does not follow rules 
2331 Respects authority 
2332 Respects rights & property of others 
 SOCIAL STUDIES 
2400 Difficulty interpreting maps, graphs, charts 
2401 Difficulty with research/reporting skills 
2402 Difficulty with Social Studies text 
2403 Excellent use of content vocabulary 
2404 Good use of content vocabulary 
2405 Interprets maps, graphs, charts 
2406 Shows understanding of current events 
2407 Demonstrates awareness of current events 
2408 Demonstrates knowledge of World geography 
2409 Demonstrates understanding of concepts 
2410 Demonstrates use of research skills 
2411 General knowledge of US geography 
2412 Interprets maps, graphs, charts 
2413 Is not prepared for current events 
2414 Learns facts 
2415 Struggles with social studies content 
 WORK HABITS 
2500 Behavior interferes with learning 
2501 Comes to school prepared 
2502 Comes to school unprepared 
2503 Difficulty finishing assignments in time 
2504 Difficulty finishing independent assignments 
2505 Excessive talking 
2506 Follows classroom routines well 
2507 Has difficulty beginning a task 
2508 Has difficulty with transition 
2509 Has trouble following classroom routines 
2510 Homework inconsistently completed 
2511 Is becoming more dependable 
2512 Is learning to be a better listener 
2513 Is learning to share and listen 
2514 Is listening to directions more carefully 
2515 Needs to improve study habits 
2516 Often loses/misplaces work



2518 Sometimes loses/misplaces work 
2519 Wastes time preparing to do work 
2520 Work demonstrates quality/ pride 
2521 Assumes responsibility for academic work 
2522 Attention/involvement are inconsistent 
2523 Attitude is cooperative and attentive 
2524 Attitude is poor, shows little interest 
2525 Class attitude and performance has improved 
2526 Demonstrates excellent listening skills 
2527 Demonstrates perseverance 
2528 Disregards opportunities to improve grades 
2529 Does excellent quality work 
2530 Does not complete class assignments on time 
2531 Does not utilize class time effectively 
2532 Easily distracted 
2533 Enthusiastic about learning 
2534 Has not completed some assignments 
2535 Is prepared for class 
2536 Lack of organization is affecting grade 
2537 Listening skills are weak 
2538 Needs to improve group interaction 
2539 Needs to participate in class activities 
2540 Parent encouragement at home is 
commendable 
2541 Parent support t home is appreciated 
2542 Participates well in class discussion 
2543 Quality of work has deteriorated 
2544 Quality of work has improved 
2545 Should put more effort and time into work 
2546 Student disregards teacher directives 
2547 Student does not work well independently 
2548 Student does not work well within a group 
2549 Student has not completed assigned projects 
2550 Student lacks effort is inactive in learning 
2551 Student needs to ask for help 
2552 Student needs to improve effort 
2553 Student needs to improve listening skills 
2554 Student needs to participate in class more 
2555 Work is creative/original/imaginative 
2556 Works well independently 
2557 Consistently creates quality work 
2558 Does his/her best 
2559 Does not do homework 
2560 Does not follow directions 
2561 Does not take notes in class 

2562 Does not utilize extra help when available 
2563 Does not work well independently 
2564 Excellent work habits 
2565 Exceptionally neat work 
2566 Homework not completed 
2567 Homework often not completed 
2568 Lack of effort on homework 
2569 Misplaces/loses work 
2570 Needs extra time to complete work 
2571 Needs to ask for help 
2572 Needs to be more independent 
2573 Needs to improve note taking skills 
2574 Needs to learn organizational skills 
2575 Needs to prepare for tests & quizzes 
2576 Needs to set regular study time 
2577 Needs to use time wisely 
2578 Needs to work on neatness 
2579 Not prepared for class 
2580 Occasionally unprepared for class 
2581 Often not prepared for class 
2582 Organized 
2583 Parental encouragement may help 
2584 Parent-teacher conference desired 
2585 Poor quality on homework 
2586 Prepared for class 
2587 Shows improvement 
2588 Takes pride in work 
2589 Unorganized 
2590 Work is careless 
2591 Works well in a group 
 MUSIC 
2600 Needs to make up missed lesson(s) 
2601 Missed required performance 
2602 Needs to improve concert etiquette 
2603 Needs to improve leadership skills 
2604 Reads and writes grade level rhythms/pitches 
2605 Sings and plays instruments with accuracy 
2606 Describes musical concepts 
2607 Describes musical concepts w/movement 
2608 Describes musical concepts by composition 
2609 Inconsistently is able to sing on pitch 
2610 Does not sing on pitch, yet 
2611 Sings on pitch consistently 
2612 Is able to differentiate between pitches 
2613 Is unable to hear differences in pitches, yet 

2614 Is able to maintain steady beat 
2615 Is not able to maintain steady beat, yet 
2616 Is able to distinguish fast and slow tempos 
2617 Keep practicing proper fingering positions 
2618 Keep working on good recorder technique 
2619 Has progressed well on recorder skills 
2620 Learning to read music notations well 
2621 Is progressing at reading music notation 
2622 Is unable to read music notation 
 BAND 
2700 Motivated 
2701 Enthusiastic 
2702 Cooperative during lessons 
2703 Attentive during lessons 
2704 Cooperative during band 
2705 Attentive during band 
2706 Has Good Practice Habits 
 ART 
2800 Missing sketch book assignments 
2801 Needs to work more carefully 
2802 Shows enthusiasm towards art 
2803 Can identify texture 
2804 Can identify and create patterns 
2805 Can identify shapes 
2806 Can identify types of lines 
2807 Can identify design elements in works of art 
2808 Can identify primary colors 
2809 Can identify secondary colors 
2810 Can identify warm colors 
2811 Can identify cool colors 
2812 Draws detailed pictures 
2813 Work could be more detailed 
2814 Can critique his/her own work 
2815 Needs to work on painting skills 
2816 Needs to use materials with care 
2817 Enjoys painting 
2818 Enjoys sculpting 
2819 Enjoys drawing 
2820 Enjoys printmaking 
2821 Enjoys clay 
2822 Developing observational skills 
2823 Can draw recognizable shapes 
 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
2900 Listens to and follows directions 
2901 Demonstrates teamwork/sportsmanship 

2902 Actively participates in all areas 
2903 Displays excellent agility 
2904 Displays excellent muscular strength 
2905 Displays excellent speed 
2906 Excels in aerobic endurance 
2907 Excels in nonlocomotor skills-throw, catch 
2908 Excels in locomotor skills-run, chase, dodge 
2909 Applies skills and strategies in games 
2910 Does not apply skills/strategies in games 
2911 Needs to remember sneakers on PE days 
2912 Does not demonstrate safety 
2913 Misuse of equipment 
2914 Needs improvement in physical fitness 
2915 Works very hard to improve/do their best 
2916 Sets a good example in class 
2917 Always asks to help 
2918 Has shown much improvement 
2919 Very pleasant to have in class 
2920 Is respectful towards others 
2921 Encourages others to do well 
2922 Demonstrates good body awareness 
2923 Demonstrates poor body awareness 
2924 Possesses good social skills 
2925 Does not possess good social skills 
2926 Demonstrates good body control 
2927 Does not demonstrate good body control 
2928 Physically fit 
2929 Not physically fit 
2930 Good object control 
2931 Poor object control 
2932 Knows body parts 
2933 Does not know body parts 
2934 Understands personal space 
2935 Does not understand personal space 
2936 Understands direction (in space) 
2937 Does not understand direction (in space) 
2938 Good sense of balance 
2939 Poor sense of balance 
2940 Good locomotor movement 
2941 Poor locomotor movement 
  
  
  
 


